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Capture anywhere with
smartphones and tablets.
Smartphone dictation for Nuance Transcription Platform.

With Nuance® Clinician, clinicians
can use leading mobile devices
such as iPhone® or iPad® devices
to dictate at the point of care. Their
high-quality audio recordings are
then sent to a Nuance Transcription
Platform (Dragon® Medical
eScription), enabling rapid and
accurate documentation.
Clinicians using Nuance Clinician
save time when dictating, increase
report accuracy, and improve
document turnaround times.
Easy, online app store installation
minimizes demand on IT resources.
High-quality dictation capture
Nuance Clinician enables the
convenience of dictating on
smartphones with accurate speech
recognition processing and without
sacrificing voice quality. Designed
specifically to provide reliable
mobile dictation capture to maximize
the quality of back-end speech
recognition, Nuance Clinician
delivers highly accurate drafts that
result in improved document quality
and fast turnaround times.
Patient lists
Enabling physicians to dictate from a
patient list saves documentation time
and reduces demographic errors
associated with manual data entry
via telephones or computer keypads.

Nuance Clinician extends
information from existing EHR
systems to provide clinicians with
up-to-date patient schedules
and census information. Tapping
on a patient name initiates the
dictation process and automatically
associates key patient data with
the dictation. Clinicians can access
information from groups and facility
locations and can share patient
information with other clinicians.
Patient status
Nuance Clinician helps clinicians
manage and communicate inpatient
treatment. Clinicians can view,
update, and share patient status
with other clinicians. Patient tracking
identifies and organizes completed
and outstanding daily treatment.
Dictation deficiencies
Nuance Clinician alerts clinicians
to late dictations to assist with
turnaround time objectives.
Administrators can set time
thresholds to trigger alerts for late
dictations.
Instant wireless uploads
Unlike dedicated mobile dictation
devices that require docking
stations and result in dictation
upload delays, Nuance Clinician
instantly and wirelessly uploads
dictations for back-end speech
recognition. Nuance Clinician uses
industry-standard Wi-Fi® and 3G/4G
wireless networks.

Key features
––Outpatient and inpatient lists
––Patient lists, groups, and
locations
––Patient search and send
––Patient treatment status
––Customized patient list views
––Dictation history and status
––Dictation deficiency list
––Use of existing speech models
––HIPAA technical safeguards
Key benefits
––Increases clinician efficiency
and productivity
––Improves dictation access
for busy clinicians
––Runs on leading mobile devices
(iPhone, iPad)
––Improves clinician productivity
and efficiency
––Provides access to real-time
patient information
––Reduces document turnaround
time
––Reduces transcription errors
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Easy-to-use touch screen controls
Leveraging user-friendly smartphone
and tablet designs, clinicians can
access the touch-base interface
to conveniently and efficiently
create dictations. Clinicians select
from a list of common work types,
identify patients, control recording,
and upload completed dictations
with the touch of a finger. Nuance
Clinician has a simple and intuitive
interface that requires minimal
clinician training.
HIPAA technical safeguards
The application includes many security features to address the HIPAA
technical safeguards and assist with
customer HIPAA compliance.
Patient information is wirelessly
transmitted from the application
directly to a secure web server in
Nuance’s data center via HTTPS,
which provides 256-bit encryption.
The encrypted transmission uses
public and private keys provided by
SSL certificates.
Use of existing speech models
Using Nuance Clinician will not
disrupt existing back-end speech
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recognition or transcription
processes. The application records
high-quality dictations locally on
the smartphone and then wirelessly
sends the dictations as files to
the back-end speech platform.
All existing speech models on
the back-end speech recognition
platforms remain in use. Your
organization can expect the same
levels of yield, productivity, and
quality when adopting Nuance
Clinician as a dictation option
for clinicians.
App store installation
Deployment and administration
are easy with Nuance Clinician.
Clinicians can download and install
software via their online market,
minimizing the IT resources required
to deploy the software.
To learn more about how Nuance
Healthcare can help you improve
financial performance, raise the
quality of care, and increase
clinician satisfaction, please
contact us at 877-805-5902 or
visit nuance.com/healthcare.

Nuance provides a more natural and insightful approach to clinical documentation, freeing clinicians to spend
more time caring for their patients. Nuance healthcare solutions capture and communicate more than 300 million
patient stories each year helping more than 500,000 clinicians in 10,000 healthcare organizations globally. Nuance’s
award-winning clinical speech recognition, medical transcription, CDI, coding, quality and diagnostic imaging solutions
provide a more complete and accurate view of patient care, which drives meaningful clinical and financial outcomes.
About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers
around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming
the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience
Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare or call 1-877-805-5902.
Connect with us through the healthcare blog, What’s next, Twitter and Facebook.
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